SANCTUM
lupus in fabula

sanctum. lupus in fabula. digital album. raubbau digitalraub-002
tracklisting: 01. dragonfly, 02. in two minds, 03. little scamp with horns, 04. juniper dream, 05. inner sanctum, 06. decay,
07. crescens, 08. the door, 09. envy, 10. too real, 11. too close, 12. nightmare, 13. salvation, 14. remorse, 15. closing remark
release date: 13.january.2017
lupus in fabula, the wolf in the fable, a timeless motif, a timeless album: when swedish band sanctum released their debut on
cold meat industry in 1996, it struck like lightning, for it pushed the label’s following out of their dark industrial comfort zone with
a sparkling mixture of styles.
in their full original line-up sanctum included female vocalist lena and acoustic strings played by marika, setting the perfect
contrast of ethereal beauty against the industrial harshness provided by the male band members. from the narrative intro
"dragonfly" there is a stream of contrasting elements, presented in a coherency and with a level of talent that still impresses a
couple of decades later.
from the scraping industrial march of "in two minds" to the heavenly anthem "juniper dream", from the psychedelic goth flavor
of "inner sanctum" to the guitar grunge of "decay", from experimental ambience to on-spot song writing, "lupus in fabula"
oscillates between tender and harsh, between female and male, between acoustic and electronic, bringing all of the above
together in a way that remains unparalleled.
you’ll be hard pressed to find any weakness along the 65 minutes of this album, so it comes as no surprise that it is still ranks as
a favorite album with many. while the "cult" tag may be worn thin a bit, it is much deservedly attributed to sanctum’s debut, so
it’s high time someone made it available digitally!
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